You have just been offered an Energy Exchange Cheque!
What is this? This is a great way for individuals to give the things they love to give and to get what they
want or need in exchange.
How does it work? You are offering a product or service. This is your “energy”. Someone has offered
you an Energy Exchange Cheque to trade their energy for yours. Their “energy” is something that they
would love to offer you. This way no money changes hands and so there are no taxes, no bank charges,
not transaction fees, no handling fees and no inflation to subtly steal a bit of your energy from either of
you. If the two of you can negotiate a mutually fair energy exchange then the cheque can change hands
and you both win! Everyone is doing what they want to do and getting what they want or need in
exchange.
But what if you don’t want or need what you are being offered? The beauty of the Energy Exchange
Cheque is that this needn’t halt the transaction. Even if you don’t want or need what is being offered you
almost certainly know someone that does! Give it a moments thought: a bald man certainly can accept a
cheque for a haircut! Because then he can trade the haircut cheque with someone else for something
that he really does want. It’s the beginning of a whole new economy based upon abundance, rather than
scarcity, on love rather than fear, on connection rather than separation and on community rather than
alienation… Energy Exchange Cheques!
So what now? Please take a moment to consider the offer. Does it seem like a fair energy exchange to
you? Does the time and effort going into each persons’ offering seem roughly equal? If not then say so.
Maybe a little negotiation is called for. Strive for a win-win settlement and see how a whole new
opportunity for engagement is opened up to you. Try it!
And if all of this just seems to strange to you and you don’t want any part of it… just say so too. This
cheque is offered to you graciously. There is no requirement that you must accept something that you
don’t want!
So what’s the catch? There is none! Sheets of blank Energy Exchange Cheques can be downloaded
for free from www.zingdad.com/energyexchange. At no point is there any charge or service fee. The
transaction is what happens between two people who exchange what they have for what they want. No
gimmicks, no tricks, no catch. Just a whole new way to begin living a more abundant life.
Want to know more? Read all about Energy Exchange Cheques, how they work and how to use them
at www.zingdad.com/energyexchange, where you can also download free sheets of cheques in either
full colour of black-and-white.
In the mean time… Here is a blank energy exchange cheque for you to cut out and use!

